
 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ 

Significant Programming 

4th Quarter 2021 (October - December) 

 

Central Florida Educational Foundation, Inc., license of WPOZ-Orlando, WDOZ-Pierson, 

WHYZ-Palm Coast, and WMYZ-The Villages has found the following issues, problems, needs, 

and topics to be of particular concern to the members of the community.   

 

1. Unemployment (11 programs) 

2. Personal Health (8 programs) 

3. COVID-19 Resources (7 programs) 

4. Family and Pet Safety (7 programs) 

5. Children’s Health (2 program) 

6. Fraud Prevention (2 programs) 

7. Roadway and Driving Safety (2 programs) 

8. Food Assistance (1 program) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ Issues/Programs List for 4th Quarter 2021 

 

Allergies 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 10.12.21 between 8:15-8:20 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  Dr. Hendrix talked about pollen, 

ragweed season, and allergies.  He explained that pollen can cause all kinds of reactions for 

different people, he also discussed medications to take if you are experiencing allergy symptoms 

and how a doctor can help when over-the-counter medication is not sufficient. 

 

 

Texting Scam 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.19.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about a texting scam going around 

the state.  Tyler McKenzie talked about a warning from the Florida Department of Highway 

Safety and Motor Vehicles regarding a texting scheme asking residents to update their driver’s 

license.  She said not to reply if you do get a message like this; the department will never text 

state residents asking for personal, medical, or driver’s license information. 

 

 

Amazon Hiring 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.19.21 at 6:30 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. about job openings at Amazon.  Tyler 

McKenzie discussed the type of potions available, the number of openings being filled, potential 

pay for new employees, and the sign-on bonuses being offered. 

 

 

Flu Shots 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 10.19.21 between 8:15-8:20 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  Dr. Hendrix gave information about free 

flu shots.  He talked about times and locations for the free shot events and said that the flu shot is 

the best prevention method for avoiding influenza. 

 

 

Lowe’s Hiring 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.20.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about a hiring event at Lowe’s.  Tyler 

McKenzie discussed the types and number of potions available, the details for the event, and 

possible on-the-spot interviews. 

 



 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ Issues/Programs List for 4th Quarter 2021 

 

School Bus Safety 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.21.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about keeping our students safe.  In 

light of National School Bus Safety Week, Tyler McKenzie gave several safety tips for students 

including arriving at the bus stop early, staying alert as you wait, standing a safe distance from 

the curb, only crossing the street at crosswalks, and being obedient and respectful to the driver. 

 

 

Bus Driver Openings 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.21.21 at 6:30 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. about a big need for more school bus 

drivers.  Tyler McKenzie said that Osceola County is nearly 50 drivers short and talked about a 

recruitment fair they will be hosting for interested applicants. 

 

 

Flu Shots 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.21.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about an opportunity to get a free flu 

shot.  Tyler McKenzie discussed the event in Seminole county and gave the times, location, how 

to get more information. 

 

 

Deltona Job Fair 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.25.21 at 6:30 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. about a job fair happening in Deltona.  Tyler 

McKenzie discussed the event details and the opportunities available in the health care, 

government, and service-related industries. 

 

 

COVID-19 Vaccines 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.26.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about a free COVID-19 vaccination 

event.  Tyler McKenzie discussed the time and location of the first-come, first-served event and 

how to get more information. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ Issues/Programs List for 4th Quarter 2021 

 

Flu Shots 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 10.26.21 between 8:15-8:20 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  Dr. Hendrix talked about a 50% increase 

in positive influenza cases.  He said that is a good indicator that flu season is on the way.  Dr. 

Hendrix discussed the similarities between influenza and COVID-19 as well as the importance of 

getting tested if you are not feeling well. 

 

 

Bus Driver Openings 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.28.21 at 6:30 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. about job openings for bus drivers across 

central Florida, but specifically in Seminole County.  Tyler McKenzie talked about new referral, 

recruitment, and attendance incentives being offered by the county as a means of attracting more 

drivers to fill the open positions. 

 

 

Halloween Safety 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 10.29.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about safety tips for those who will be trick-or-

treating this weekend.  Tyler McKenzie reminded parents to make sure costumes are short 

enough that they will not cause the kids to trip, adding reflective tape to costumes to help drivers 

see them better, and suggested carrying flashlights.  She also reminded kids to avoid houses that 

have the porch lights turned off and to be respectful of how late you stay out in the 

neighborhood. 

 

 

Orange County Public Schools Hiring 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.01.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about job openings with Orange County Public 

Schools.  Tyler McKenzie talked about the county’s need for bus driver as well as mechanics.  

She gave information about three different job fairs being held, on-the-spot interviews, a sign-on 

bonus being offered to anyone hired before the end of the year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ Issues/Programs List for 4th Quarter 2021 

 

Asthma 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 11.02.21 between 8:10-8:15 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  Dr. Hendrix discussed increased cases of 

upper respiratory viruses triggering asthma for many.  He talked about symptoms you may 

experience and reminded those with asthma to use a preventative inhaler every day and make 

sure to have an up-to-date rescue inhaler available. 

 

 

Road Safety 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.08.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about being careful on the roads following the 

time change.  Tyler McKenzie reminded drivers that as it gets darker earlier in the afternoon, we 

should all exercise even more caution as we drive through the neighborhood. 

 

 

Pedestrian Safety 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.09.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about extra law enforcement being out on the 

road.  Tyler McKenzie talked about Orange, Osceola, and Seminole counties all participating in 

Operation Best Foot Forward, an initiative aimed at keeping pedestrians safe.  Extra law 

enforcement will be out watching crosswalks today and issuing tickets to drivers who fail to 

yield to pedestrians. 

 

 

Ear Infections 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 11.09.21 between 8:15-8:20 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  Dr. Hendrix talked about a 30% increase 

in ear infections, specifically in children.  He explained what symptoms parents should look for 

and said that it is best to see a doctor as treatment normally requires an antibiotic. 

 

 

School Crossing Guard Openings 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.12.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about the need for more school crossing guards 

in Orange County.  Tyler McKenzie talked about the requirements for anyone who may be 

interested and the number of positions they are looking to fill. 
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Orlando Job Fair 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.16.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about a job fair in Orlando.  Tyler 

McKenzie discussed the event time and location, the number of companies participating, and the 

number of positions those companies have open. 

 

 

Itchy Eyes 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 11.16.21 between 8:10-8:15 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  Dr. Hendrix talked about those 

struggling with itchy or red eyes.  He discussed both conjunctivitis and allergies, how to tell the 

difference, symptoms of each, and when to see a doctor.  He also said that conjunctivitis is fairly 

common in children and spreads quickly; he gave some tips for avoiding it. 

 

 

Holiday Scams 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.17.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about scams that the Better Business 

Bureau is expecting shoppers to see this holiday season.  Tyler McKenzie gave specifics about 

what to look out for on social media and even in certain apps the kids may use. 

 

 

Virtual Job Fair 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.17.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about a virtual job fair.  Tyler McKenzie talked 

about a virtual job fair for those in the Orlando area, what participants can expect, and when the 

event is being held. 

 

 

Kids and Technology 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.18.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about apps aimed at children that parents may 

want to learn more about.  Tyler McKenzie discussed three specific apps that parents should 

monitor and what potential dangers each of them may present. 
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Thanksgiving Food Assistance 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.22.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about a turkey distribution event for 

families in need.  Tyler McKenzie gave the event details for families who hoped to participate 

and suggested getting there earlier as it is a first-come, first-serve event. 

 

 

Pet Safety 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.22.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about keeping the pets safe during 

the holiday season.  Tyler McKenzie listed several recommendations made by veterinarians 

including keeping the pets out of the kitchen, providing them with “pet food” during family 

gatherings, avoiding giving them table scraps, and making sure they do not get any bones as 

those can be harmful for pets. 

 

 

Food Safety 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 11.23.21 between 8:10-8:15 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  With Thanksgiving later this week, Dr. 

Hendrix shared some tips regarding food safety.  He reviewed proper cooking temperatures, 

recommended directions for storing food, and how long it is safe to keep leftovers. 

 

 

Thanksgiving Safety 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.24.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about a warning issued by the US Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention.  Tracy Leek explained that the CDC is reminding families not to 

wash the turkey for the Thanksgiving meal.  Washing raw meats raises the risk of cross-

contamination and could even lead to food poisoning like salmonella. 

 

 

Daytona Beach Job Fair 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 11.30.21 at 6:30 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. about a job fair in Daytona Beach.  Tyler 

McKenzie discussed the number of positions to be filled, the event time and location, and how to 

get more information for those in the job market. 
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Rashes 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 11.30.21 between 8:15-8:20 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  Dr. Hendrix talked about children 

dealing with rashes.  He discussed possible causes and warned that a rash accompanied by a 

fever always warrants a trip to the doctor. 

 

 

Acid Reflux 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 12.07.21 between 8:15-8:20 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  This time of year, most are likely to 

have larger meals than they would normally which can cause acid reflux.  Dr. Hendrix 

recommend over-the-counter medication, saying they are safe and can be helpful, especially for 

those prone to acid reflux.  He also cautioned that if you have any concerns, it is best to see a 

doctor if experiencing chest pain as it could be something more serious. 

 

 

Omicron Variant 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 12.08.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about the first Florida case of a new 

COVID-19 variant.  Tyler McKenzie explained that doctors believe patients will experience 

milder symptoms with this variant and she gave information regarding testing sites and 

vaccination boosters. 

 

 

Disney Hiring 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 12.10.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about a job fair happening at Walt 

Disney World.  Tyler McKenzie discussed the in-person job fair details, the types of part and 

full-time positions that are open, and hiring bonuses. 
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Strep Throat 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 12.14.21 between 8:15-8:20 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  Dr. Hendrix discussed more people 

dealing with sore throats, both children and adults.  He talked about symptoms, the possibility of 

it being COVID-19, and said doctors can do a quick test to tell if it is strep and get you on an 

antibiotic. 

 

 

Omicron Variant 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (1) 3-minute interview segment during Z88.3 Mornings 

with Ellis and Tyler on 12.21.21 between 8:15-8:20 a.m.  Dr. Timothy Hendrix, Medical 

Director of AdventHealth Centra Care, was their guest.  Dr. Hendrix talked about a new COVID-

19 variant.  He explained the Omicron variant is very contagious and suggested scaling back on 

any really large gatherings for the holidays and wearing a face mask while traveling or at large 

indoor gatherings.  He also recommended getting tested if anyone who is considered high risk 

will be joining you for the holidays. 

 

 

COVID-19 Testing 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 12.23.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about COVID-19 testing in Orange 

County.  Tyler McKenzie talked about the lines at current testing locations, information about a 

new site the county plans to open, and some additional locations in Seminole County for those 

needing a test prior to the holiday weekend. 

 

 

Pet Safety 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 12.23.21 at 6:30 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. about keeping our pets safe this Christmas.  

Christmas can present certain dangers for our pets.  Tyler McKenzie discussed some things pet 

owners should keep in mind such as securing the Christmas tree as many pets are injured by 

fallen trees each year.  She also talked about some plants that are toxic to animals including 

poinsettias, holly, and mistletoe as well as the importance of keeping cats away from ribbon and 

tinsel which can be harmful when ingested. 
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COVID-19 Recommendations 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 12.28.21 at 7:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m. about new recommendations from the US 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.  Ruthie Velez discussed the shortened isolation and 

quarantine recommendations from the CDC as well as information on testing sites around central 

Florida. 

 

 

COVID-19 Testing 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (2) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 12.29.21 at 6:30 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. about COVID-19 testing in central 

Florida.  Ruthie Velez talked about the uptick in demand for COVID-19 tests and gave 

information regarding new testing locations that Orange County is working to open and an 

opportunity for Seminole County residents to get free at-home testing kits. 

 

 

COVID-19 Testing 

 

WPOZ/WDOZ/WHYZ/WMYZ aired (3) 1-minute segments during Z88.3 Mornings with Ellis 

and Tyler on 12.30.21 at 6:00 a.m., 7:30 a.m., and 9:00 a.m. about the availability of COVID-19 

tests at Orange County testing sites.  Ruthie Velez discussed where residents can still get a 

COVID-19 test, information regarding how long the sites will be open, and what kind of wait 

residents can expect if they need to get a test. 

 


